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Plaintiffs have rebutted any presumption of regularity in the administrative record (AR). 

Defendants admit that they failed to include documents in the AR, that they “erroneously 

conflated” documents, that there were “error[s] in production” unlinking emails from 

attachments, and that there are redactions they did not previously explain (and do not now). The 

indexes Defendants recently produced to “clarify” prior errors generate more questions than they 

answer. Defendants flatly refuse to include environmental documents containing adverse 

information that they obviously “directly or indirectly relied on” in making the challenged 

decision and in at least one case, denied that they used it at all. They will not produce 

unprivileged, factual information, including senders, recipients, and dates, to which no privilege 

applies, arguing that they may redact such information from otherwise produced email chains as 

“deliberative.”  

These record deficiencies, coupled with evidence of improper agency behavior and bad 

faith, warrant closer scrutiny and the production of a privilege log documenting all materials 

related to the challenged decisions, including the tens of thousands of pages that Defendants 

have unilaterally declared deliberative. The Administrative Procedure Act’s (APA) requirement 

that courts review agency action based on the “whole record” is a crucial constraint on 

administrative power. Broad assertions of deliberative process privilege allow agencies to evade 

that constraint and are contrary to the plain language of the APA. Deliberative process privilege 

is to be narrowly construed, but Defendants liberally invoke it here to hide at least a third of the 

relevant documents from judicial review, even when nothing about Defendants’ “hectic” race to 

beat the incoming Administration could properly be called “deliberative.”  

There are myriad problems with the AR, many of which directly result from Defendants’ 

pains to conceal improper agency conduct and bad faith from judicial review. That Defendants 

try to blame Plaintiffs for the facially incomplete and problematic AR is transparently a 

distraction. Plaintiffs offered Defendants additional time twice, but Defendants did not take 

Plaintiffs’ concerns seriously and had no intention of compiling a complete AR in any case. 

Defendants were obstructionist when Plaintiffs raised concerns regarding the new application; 
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they were obstructionist when Plaintiffs tried to negotiate a reasonable schedule for emergency 

proceedings; and they are being obstructionist now. The Court should grant Plaintiffs’ motion 

and order Defendants to produce the “whole” administrative record and a privilege log for every 

relevant document Defendants withhold, including those Defendants have deemed deliberative.  

1. Plaintiffs have thoroughly rebutted any presumption of regularity in the AR.  

“It is the agency’s responsibility to compile for the court all information it considered 

either directly or indirectly.” Marcum v. Salazar, 751 F. Supp. 2d 74, 78 (D.D.C. 2010) (citing 

Amfac Resorts, L.L.C. v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 143 F. Supp. 2d 7, 12 (D.D.C. 2001)). A court 

ordering an agency to supplement an AR may be a “rare bird,” but supplementation is quite 

obviously warranted in this case. Id. (quoting Cape Hatteras Access Pres. Alliance v. U.S. Dep’t 

of Interior, 667 F. Supp. 2d 111, 114 (D.D.C. 2009)). All that a party need show to rebut the 

presumption that an agency properly designated an AR is “concrete evidence that the documents 

it seeks to ‘add’ to the record were actually before the decisionmakers.” Id. Plaintiffs easily meet 

that requirement.  

a. Defendants have admitted that the certified AR is incomplete. 

Defendants have already admitted that the certified AR is incomplete. On April 13, 2018, 

Defendants acknowledged that they failed to include four spreadsheets of data regarding 

wastewater they relied on in the EIS, as well as a draft EIS notice. See ECF 60-1, at 4. They 

produced those documents by email, but they have not filed notice with the Court. Id.  

Now Defendants admit [ECF 60-1, at 11] that the AR does not contain the draft EIS—a 

primary document that is always included in an AR.1 Defendants explain [ECF 60-1, at 11] that 

they “erroneously conflated” the draft EIS with the internal administrative draft, despite the latter 

being marked in large, red black letters, “ADMINISTRATIVE DRAFT,” AR x16728. And 

Defendants’ explanation for not adding the draft EIS when Plaintiffs requested it was because 

                                                 
1 See Standardized Guidance on Compiling a Decision File and an Administrative Record, Office 
of the Solicitor, Dep’t of the Interior, at 6 (June 27, 2006), available at 
https://www.fws.gov/policy/e1282fw5.pdf. (Interior Dep’t Standardized Guidance). 
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Plaintiffs apparently did not make clear that when they said that the draft EIS was missing, they 

meant that the draft EIS was missing. ECF 60, at 13. The fact that Defendants failed to include 

the Draft EIS in the first place and that Defendants referred Plaintiffs to the wrong document 

when Plaintiffs asked about it illustrates the care Defendants took in preparing the AR and 

responding to Plaintiffs’ concerns. In any case, these missing documents are “concrete evidence” 

that Defendants certified an incomplete AR and that they are not entitled to a presumption of 

regularity in designating the AR. See Nat’l Res. Def. Council v. Train, 519 F.2d 287, 292 (D.C. 

Cir. 1975) (declining to conclude the record complete after agency supplemented record with 

several documents and allowing limited discovery); see also Defenders of Wildlife v. Norton, 239 

F. Supp. 2d 9, 21 n.10 (D.D.C. 2002) (noting in dicta that agency’s supplementation with twelve 

emails “raises further doubts that it has provided the complete Administrative Record”), vacated 

in part on other grounds, 89 Fed. App’x 273 (D.C. Cir. 2004).  

b. Defendants have refused to include documents that are obviously part of the 
AR. 

The documents cited above are not the only documents that are missing from the AR. 

Defendants have also omitted environmental reports they used to evaluate the impacts of the 

proposed project. Their refusal to include them is contrary to the APA and guidance from the 

Department of the Interior and the Department of Justice.   

Defendants insist that a NEPA regulation that allows agencies to incorporate documents 

by reference for purposes of circulating documents to the public “when the effect will be to cut 

down on bulk without impeding agency or public review of the action” justifies their exclusion 

from the AR. ECF 60, at 12-13 (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1502.21) (emphasis added). That regulation 

applies for purposes of circulating a document to the public, and it is limited—in any case—to 

material that “is reasonably available for inspection by potentially interested persons within the 

time allowed for comment,” which the missing documents are not. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.21.  

Nor does it matter what NEPA permits for public circulation purposes. What matters here 

is what the APA permits, and it does not permit Defendants to exclude documents they directly 
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or indirectly considered from the AR. Defendants do not cite any case that supports their 

position, and they cannot.2 The APA explicitly requires courts to review a challenged decision 

based on “the whole record.” 5 U.S.C. § 706. It is the agency’s job to compile the “whole 

record.” “The agency must compile for the court an administrative record that includes ‘all 

information it considered either directly or indirectly.’” Styrene Information and Research 

Center, Inc. v. Sebelius 851 F. Supp. 2d 57, 62 (D.D.C. 2012) (requiring agency to supplement 

record with technical reports used by expert panel) (quoting Marcum, 751 F. Supp. 2d at 78 

(emphasis added)).  

The “whole record” requirement is APA 101. Defendants assert [ECF 60, at 6] that “[t]he 

Department’s practice is not to track down and include materials incorporated by reference in an 

EIS.” But that just means that the Department’s practice is to violate the APA, and it should 

never be accorded any presumption of regularity. But Defendants are wrong anyway. The 

Department’s “practice” is spelled out in the Solicitor’s 2006 Standardized Guidance on 

Compiling a Decision File and an Administrative Record, which directs agencies to include 

“[d]ocuments cited as a reference of a primary document, such as a bibliography of an 

Environmental Impact Statement.”3 The Department of Justice also advises agencies to include 

“all documents and materials prepared, reviewed, or received by agency personnel and used by 

or available to the decision-maker, even though the final decision-maker did not review or know 

                                                 
2 The cases Defendants cite do not excuse them from including environmental reports from the 
AR. Kent Cty v. U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 963 F.2d 391, 396 (D.C. Cir. 1992) addressed 
documents that were found after another site was added to the national priorities list but were not 
before the decision makers when they scored the original site. Envtl. Defense Fund, Inc. v. Blum, 
458 F. Supp. 650, 661 n.4 (D.D.C. 1978) rejected the general proposition that material that is not 
in an agency’s files but in the possession of third parties must be included. It also said that an 
agency may not “skew the ‘record’ for review in its favor by excluding from that ‘record’ 
information in its own files which has great pertinence to the proceeding in question.” Id. at 661. 
And the reference in TOMAC v. Norton, 193 F. Supp. 2d 182, 195 (D.D.C. 2002) to “every scrap 
of paper” referred to “working edits,” not technical reports on which an agency based its 
decision. 
3 Interior Dep’t Standardized Guidance, at 7.  
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about the document and materials.”4 Agencies are also required to “[i]nclude articles and books” 

and “technical information, sampling results, survey information, engineering reports or 

studies.”5 

Defendants’ refusal to include documents that are obviously important to the decision in 

a certified AR suggests that Defendants are both trying to hide the fact that the AR is patently 

incomplete and that they do not actually have (and thus have never reviewed) the missing 

materials. The latter is obviously true with respect to the Sacramento County Water Agency, 

2010 Zone 41 Urban Water Management Plan, July 2011 (2011 SCWA Plan). In response to 

Plaintiffs’ objection that the SCWA Plan was not included in the AR, Defendants responded 

[ECF 57-1, at 21] that “[i]t is not the case that the Department cited to or relied upon [the SWCA 

Plan] in the FEIS, and we are otherwise unaware of this document.”  

Defendants now object [ECF 60-1, at 11] that Plaintiffs did not provide a record citation 

to the portion of the EIS that cites the 2011 SCWA Plan. But Plaintiffs stated [ECF 57-1, at 7-8] 

that the EIS “relies on various studies and other documents that have not been produced in the 

administrative record, including” the 2011 SCWA Plan. The EIS is the Defendants’ document; 

they are presumed to know its contents. Notably, Defendants did not ask where they cited the 

2011 SCWA Plan; they stated that they did not cite the document and were “otherwise unaware 

of this document.” ECF 57-1, at 21. Defendants seem to have no idea what they reviewed in their 

“hectic” rush to issue a decision before January 20, 2017. Defendants are required to review and 

verify the information on which they rely. 40 C.F.R. § 1506.5. They cannot have taken the “hard 

look” NEPA requires, if they have no idea what documents they claim to have reviewed. Nat’l 

Res. Def. Council v. Hodel, 865 F.2d 288, 294 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (stating that judicial deference is 

only appropriate if the agency’s decision is “fully informed” and “well-considered”).   

                                                 
4 See https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao/legacy/2006/06/30/usab4801.pdf, at 8. The 
Department of Justice notes that “[t]aking great care in compiling a complete administrative 
record is critical for the agency,” because failing to prepare a complete AR “may significantly 
impact both our ability to defend and the court’s ability to review a challenged agency decision.”  
5 Id. at 8-9. 
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Defendants have also refused to include the Elk Grove Water District, 2015 Urban Water 

Management Plan (2015 EGWD Plan) and the Sacramento County Water Agency, Zone 40 

Water Supply Master Plan (2005) (2005 SCWA Master Plan). The 2011 SCWA Plan, 2015 

EGWD Plan, and 2005 SCWA Master Plan are critically important documents because they 

address whether Defendants adequately considered the question of whether there is sufficient 

water to supply the project. Plaintiffs argued that Defendants had not, stating that Defendants did 

not analyze SCWA’s water capacity, particularly given the severe drought conditions. AR 

x9073. Defendants only responded that the Tribe would be supplied by SCWA. AR x12961. 

Defendants’ reliance on the 2011 SCWA Plan, 2015 EGWD Plan, and 2005 SCWA 

Master Plan, and thus their inclusion in the AR, are important to Plaintiffs’ case. Agencies are 

not permitted to exclude adverse information from the AR. See Blue Ocean Institute v. Gutierrez, 

503 F. Supp. 2d 366, 369 (D.D.C. 2007) (stating an agency “may not skew the record by 

excluding unfavorable information but must produce the full record that was before the agency at 

the time the decision was made”). Defendants’ refusal to include the documents, combined with 

Defendants’ conclusory response that SCWA will supply the water fully justify the Court 

ordering Defendants to include the water reports and to supplement the AR with the March 6, 

2017 memorandum from the Sacramento County Water Agency to the County of Sacramento 

(2017 SCWA Memorandum). See ECF 57, at 13 n.3. Courts order records to be supplemented 

when agencies exclude adverse evidence. See San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 751 

F.2d 1287, 1327 (D.C.Cir. 1984), vacated in another part, 760 F.2d 1320 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (en 

banc), and aff'd, 789 F.2d 26 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (en banc), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 923 (1986) 

(recognizing that supplementing the administrative record “might be required if petitioners made 

a prima facie showing that the agency excluded from the record evidence adverse to its 

position”).  

Supplementing the AR is also appropriate because it is apparent that Defendants did not 

consider all relevant factors. The SCWA Memorandum clearly establishes that there is no water 

available for the casino because, “[a]t this time[,] SCWA’s water supply portfolio is fully 
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allocated in the current Zone 40 service area.” ECF 57-1, at 88. Defendants made no effort to 

update their water information between January 17—the end of the comment period—and 

January 19, 2017, after Plaintiffs raised the question.6 Had they done so, it would have been clear 

that SCWA does not have adequate water. Defendants’ only objection to Plaintiffs’ request is 

that the SCWA Memorandum post-dates the ROD by 46 days, which Plaintiffs never contested. 

ECF 60, at 13 n.3. Plaintiffs instead argued that supplementation was appropriate because 

Defendants failed to explain its conclusion that there was sufficient water for the project, an 

argument Defendants failed to address. Thus, the SCWA Memorandum should be added to 

demonstrate that Defendants failed to consider “all relevant factors.” See, e.g., Asarco, Inc. v. 

U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 616 F.2d 1153, 1160 (9th Cir. 1980) (supplementing the AR for to 

determine “whether the agency considered all the relevant factors or fully explicated its course of 

conduct or grounds of decision”).  

Apart from the water-related documents, Defendants resist including other record 

documents, including important public safety-related documents and environmental analyses 

performed for the original outlet mall proposal. With respect to public safety, two documents 

indicate that there are serious public safety risks associated with building a high-intensity casino-

hotel project so close to a major propane gas depot that was the target of a planned terrorist 

attack in the recent past. Those documents are the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Reports 

(EIR) for the City of Elk Grove, Lent Ranch Marketplace Special Planning Area Environmental 

Impact Report, as Approved by City Council on June 27, 2001 and the South Coast Citizens for 

Responsible Growth v. City of Elk Grove (2004 Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 1208) (upholding the 

June 27, 2001 Lent Ranch EIR). These reports are also adverse because Defendants based their 

                                                 
6 Defendants assumed that local water supplies were available for the Elk Grove site because 
some infrastructure had already been partially installed (but not hooked up) in anticipation of the 
site’s development as a previously-proposed commercial mall—a much less water intensive use. 
See AR x17455-57, x17469-70. Defendants’ water supply analysis does not cite or list as a 
reference any communication with the water agency with regard to the availability of unallocated 
water supplies in the local service area since 2015. See generally, AR x17472 (list of references). 
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decision not “to analyze the same impacts further” on documents that pre-date the attacks of 

September 11, 2001. See AR x24782. It is worth noting with respect to the unpublished decision 

that NEPA regulations do not allow agencies to incorporate by reference documents that are not 

“reasonably available for inspection by potentially interested persons within the time allowed for 

comment.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.21. An unpublished legal decision is not “reasonably available for 

inspection” by the public. In fact, it is unrealistic to believe that members of the public would 

necessarily be able to locate many of these documents.  

c. The AR is also incomplete due to Defendants’ unsubstantiated and improper 
assertions of privilege. 

Defendants have also admitted that their indexes and privilege explanations are wrong, 

which partly accounts for why Plaintiffs’ review of the AR was so burdensome. After informing 

Defendants that Plaintiffs could not identify certain attachments to emails, see ECF 57-1, at 10-

11, Defendants responded that “all substantive attachments, notes, and memoranda are already 

part of the record” and immediately follow the parent email, except those Defendants “withheld 

in full as privileged and therefore non-record or have been deemed nonresponsive or duplicative, 

and therefore do not appear in the index.” Id. at 22. But what Defendants told Plaintiffs was 

wrong. “[D]ue to an error in production,” they now admit, “not all email attachments … directly 

followed their respective parent emails.” ECF 60-1, at 12.  

Apparently to remedy that error Defendants have produced a confusing 48-page 

spreadsheet that lists attachments that do not follow their emails. ECF 60-1, at 113-160. But 

Plaintiffs still cannot determine whether attachments are missing because Defendants also warn 

[ECF 60, at 15] that some attachments were not produced because they appear elsewhere, some 

were withheld or not part of the record, and some are a “combination thereof.”  

Neither the Plaintiffs nor the Court can confirm whether the AR is complete with that 

chart. If documents do not follow a parent email, it could be because they are produced 

elsewhere—but Plaintiffs do not know where. Or they might be withheld, but Plaintiffs do not 

know why. Or they might be “some combination thereof,” which Plaintiffs cannot know. Or they 
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might just be missing. There is no way to confirm. Having made verification impossible—and 

having already failed to include key documents—discovery is necessary to ensure that the Court 

resolves this case on the whole record. In such circumstances, discovery is appropriate. Sara Lee 

Corp. v. American Bakers Ass’n Retirement Plan, 512 F. Supp. 2d 32, 39 (D.D.C. 2007) (holding 

motion in abeyance to address AR dispute because the court could not determine whether the AR 

was complete).  

This problem is compounded by Defendants’ inappropriate application of privilege and 

its fundamental misunderstanding of their obligations, as illustrated by Defendants’ 

misapplication of Confidential Business Information (CBI). On April 13, 2018, Defendants 

stated [ECF 57-1, at 20] that “due to an oversight,” they failed to identify in their index nine 

documents as CBI and two documents as sensitive information pertaining to archeological 

resources. Now that list has grown to 31 documents that Defendants have withheld in their 

entirety, including certain indemnity documents the Tribe sent to Defendants in 2017, which 

Plaintiffs requested in April. ECF 60-1, at 162-163; see also ECF 51-1, at 15 (discussing missing 

“additional referenced documents” asking the Department to assume liability under the title 

insurance policy). Requests from a title insurance company transmitted by the Tribe to 

Defendants asking the United States to indemnify the Tribe are clearly not CBI or entitled to any 

other privilege. CBI consists of “trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained 

from a person and privileged or confidential,” not requests for indemnification. 5 U.S.C. § 

552(b)(4); see also N.Y. Pub. Interest Research Group v. U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 249 F. Supp. 

2d 327, 332-34 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (rejecting CBI claims for documents submitted by General 

Electric in support of alternatives to EPA’s Hudson River dredging plan, and containing 

“analyses of the costs, benefits, and environmental impact associated with the EPA’s proposed 

remedy and GE’s alternative remedy.”). 

Defendants are obviously trying to keep these non-privileged, AR documents from 

Plaintiffs, as they relate to Plaintiffs’ arguments regarding encumbrances on the land from the 

development agreement, whether those encumbrances prevent the land from qualifying for 
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gaming under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, and potential environmental issues related to 

the site. ECF 26, ¶¶ 95, 96, 103. Defendants’ ever-changing explanation for why these 

documents are missing proves the point. Defendants first claimed that the attachments were “title 

commitment documents.” ECF 57-1, at 24 (citing AR x03369, x03594, and 03595). But that was 

obviously incorrect. Now, Defendants say that “some” of those documents were withheld as 

CBI, even though do not contain trade secrets or proprietary information. ECF 60, at 15 n.5; ECF 

60-1, at 13.7 The Tribe, for its part, does not assert that the documents are CBI, but rather that 

they are non-record because the Department did not sign them. ECF 59, at 16 (describing them 

as “documents the Tribe asked the Department to sign so that the Tribe could obtain title 

commitments without purchasing title insurance”). That view has no legal support. Rejecting an 

applicant’s request does not make that request non-record. An agency may not exclude 

information from the record simply because it did not “rely” on the excluded information in its 

final decision. Maritel, Inc. v. Collins, 422 F. Supp. 2d 188, 196 (D.D.C. 2006). The real issue is 

that Defendants do not want Plaintiffs or the Court to see the documents, which the APA does 

not permit. 

More generally, Defendants’ treatment of privilege and deliberative process is 

inconsistent, conflicting, and incorrect. Their position seems to be that they do not have to justify 

withholding privileged documents from the AR—just redactions. “Privileged, confidential, and 

non-record information, has been redacted or otherwise withheld.” ECF 37, at 2. Privileged and 

confidential information must be logged, with the privilege asserted and sufficient information to 

justify the document’s withholding.8 Now, Defendants produce a privilege log for documents 

withheld as CBI, but that is not sufficient. See ECF 60-1, at 162-163. Any document withheld as 

                                                 
7 Defendants do not identify where these documents are logged, but they are most likely 
documents TEMP x9444, x11046, x14007, and possibly x9688 and x10605 in the new log. ECF 
60-1, at 162-163. 
8 See Interior Dep’t Standardized Guidance, at 13 (“In addition to the AR index, a separate 
privilege index must be generated if the agency is withholding any protected or privileged 
information. . . . The content of a privilege index is similar to the content of an AR index, and 
includes an explanation of the privilege asserted.”). 
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privileged must be logged. Defendants treat “privileged” material as “non-record,” but that is not 

permissible. See, e.g., EFC 57-1, at 20 (stating “[t]he redacted portions are privileged and 

therefore non-record.”). In addition, Defendants do not explain the Bates numbering format 

employed in this spreadsheet, but discontinuities in the numbering suggest that Defendants have 

logged almost 33,000 pages of additional documents withheld in their entirety—more than the 

26,335 they produced.9 

Moreover, Defendants are not permitted to redact factual information, such as senders 

and recipients, by asserting that a portion of an email chain is deliberative. See ECF 60, at 16 

(claiming that Defendants can redact factual portions of email chains because a presumption of 

regularity attaches to the AR). None of the cases Defendants cite permits them to redact portions 

of email chains, including indisputably factual information like senders and recipients, on the 

basis that a portion of an email chain that Defendants otherwise produced is deliberative, while 

the other portions are not. Factual information is, per se, not deliberative. In any case, 

Defendants are not entitled to a presumption of regularity with an AR that they have had to 

repeatedly supplement, where they have improperly refused to include for the Court documents 

that are clearly part of the AR, where they have “inadvertently” or “due to an oversight” 

conflated documents, misrepresented how to consider the index, and failed to include assertions 

of privilege, and generally refused to address Plaintiffs’ concerns.    

                                                 
9 Defendants’ spreadsheet uses Bates numbers that range from TEMP0009304 to as high as 
TEMP0033276, but the beginning and ending Bates numbers for the listed documents account 
for only approximately 500 pages. ECF 60-1, at 162-163. In addition to its different format 
(“TEMPxxxxxxx” v. “WR_ARxxxxxxx”), the page numbers identified do not overlap or follow 
sequentially to the Bates numbers produced in the AR, suggesting that Defendants have already 
created an internal privilege log of withheld documents that total (at a minimum) approximately 
33,000 additional pages. Defendants stated in their FOIA response that they withheld 1,098 
documents out of the AR, which consists of 3,225 produced documents totaling 26,335 pages 
(including redactions). ECF 57-1, at 32. Thus, it appears that the 1,098 documents withheld 
comprise approximately 33,000 pages. In other words, Defendants may have withheld more 
pages than they have produced.  
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2. The Court should order Defendants to produce documents improperly withheld and 
to prepare a privilege log in light of Defendants’ improper agency behavior and bad 
faith. 

To obtain a privilege log, or engage in extra-record discovery, a plaintiff must generally 

make “a strong showing of bad faith or improper behavior” on the part of the agency. Theodore 

Roosevelt Conservation P’ship v. Salazar, 616 F.3d 497, 514 (D.C. Cir. 2010); see also Air 

Transp. Ass’n of Am., Inc. v. Nat’l Mediation Bd., 663 F.3d 476, 487 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (extra-

record discovery appropriate only where “a party makes a significant showing ... that it will find 

material in the agency’s possession indicative of bad faith or an incomplete record”). And “the 

deliberative process privilege disappears altogether when there is any reason to believe 

government misconduct occurred.” Alexander v. FBI, 186 F.R.D. 170, 177 (D.D.C. 1999). 

“[W]here there is reason to believe the documents sought may shed light on government 

misconduct, the [deliberative process] privilege is routinely denied, on the grounds that shielding 

internal government deliberations in this context does not serve the public’s interest in honest, 

effective government.” In re Sealed Case, 121 F.3d 729, 738 (D.C. Cir. 1997). 

a. Defendants have engaged in improper agency behavior and have acted in 
bad faith. 

Defendants deny [ECF 60, at 24] that they engaged in a sham review to beat the change 

in Administrations and claim that their “hectic” decisionmaking merely reflects their desire to 

avoid a “delay.” “[A] new administration,” after all, “would take time to get in place [and] would 

have new decisionmakers who would have to be brought up to speed.”10 That explanation is not 

credible. Defendants argued to this Court that career employees of the Department are fully 

authorized to finalize and carry out virtually any Indian affairs decision under standing 

delegations. ECF 40 (Def. Opp. to MSJ), at 16-17 (stating that “[i]n recognition of the practical 

demands on federal agencies, particularly during periods of transition, Congress has granted the 

Secretary broad authority to delegate”). If that is true, there was no reason to rush. Defendants 
                                                 
10 The Tribe similarly declares [ECF 59, at 14] that the only motivation for the rushed review 
was to approve the trust acquisition “before the agency found itself in the midst of a change in 
administrations that could bring additional delays as appointees changed and familiarized 
themselves with the agency’s docket.” 
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state that the Secretary and then the Acting Secretary delegated the authority of the Assistant 

Secretary to Michael Black. ECF 40, at 17. Black, according to Defendants, had the non-

exclusive authority of the Assistant Secretary, which Defendants argued includes the authority to 

issue a final trust decision.11 ECF 40, at 17, 19. If all of this is true, and understood to be the case 

at the end of the Administration, there was no reason at all for Defendants to engage in a “hectic” 

end of the Administration review. 

Defendants try to spin this timing into a virtue, but the opposite is true. The APA requires 

deliberation. See Asarco, 616 F.2d at 1159 (stating that the court’s inquiry focuses “on whether 

the process employed by the agency to reach its decision took into consideration all the relevant 

factors”). The procedural requirements of NEPA are designed to force agencies proposing to take 

any action that will affect the environment to take a “hard look” at the environmental 

consequences. Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332 (1989). Courts have 

rejected these expedited, end-of-Administration reviews in other contexts as improper, based on 

rushed timing, a preferred alternative in a final EIS that was drastically different than the 

preferred alternative in the draft EIS, and only 30 days for comment. See, e.g., International 

Snowmobile Mfrs. Ass’n v. Norton, 340 F. Supp. 2d 1249, 1265 (D. Wyom. 2004) (concluding 

that the out-going Clinton Administration “higher-ups had made a predetermined political 

decision, did not seriously consider public comments and performed mere pro forma compliance 

with NEPA”). 

Defendants now rely [ECF 60, at 25] on post-January 19, 2017, documents to justify their 

conduct, after insisting that what occurred after January 19, 2017, is not relevant or part of the 

                                                 
11 Defendants do not explain how delay in the denial of Plaintiffs’ request to stay the transfer 
proves that the decision process was not a sham. The manner in which Defendants denied 
Plaintiffs’ request actually suggests the opposite. Had Defendants provided Plaintiffs any notice 
of their denial before acquiring the land in trust, Plaintiffs could have sought preliminary judicial 
relief from this Court before the land went into trust. Defendants did not. Instead, they sent 
Plaintiffs notice of the denial after they had executed the deeds and acceptance of title and were 
on their way to record the documents. See ECF 17-7 and 17-9. 
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AR.12 They state [at id.] the fact that they waited until February 10, 2017, to acquire the land in 

trust because the “title work was not completed” is evidence that the whole decision process was 

not a “rubber stamp.” Respectfully, that is not the reason that Defendants did not acquire title on 

January 19, 2017. According to an email from 8:07 pm that evening, Defendants called the 

Tribe’s counsel “and told her that you were informed you were required to delay acquisition 

pursuant to 705”—the request Plaintiffs filed to stay the immediate transfer of title. AR x 0213 

(emphasis added). All earlier emails indicate that Defendants were completely prepared to 

acquire title, as the Tribe had sent a copy of the deed with the recording stamp, AR x4093, and 

the title commitment, AR x3774.   

Defendants’ characterization of the Tribe’s frequent contacts with Defendants regarding 

various deadlines as uncertainty regarding the outcome of the application, as opposed to 

concerns regarding meeting certain deadlines, is similarly unconvincing. ECF 60, at 24-25; ECF 

59, at 12. There is little question that the Tribe knew what the outcome would be ahead of time. 

The Tribe had an option to purchase land and pursuant to that option, “Boyd Gaming has 

committed to assisting the Tribe in purchasing the Parcel and transferring its interest to the Tribe 

at such time as the United States agrees to accept trust title to the Parcel.” AR x25391 

(emphasis added). Boyd Gaming, however, purchased the Elk Grove site for $36 million on 

January 12, 2017, a week before Defendants issued the ROD and five days before the close of 

the comment period on the final EIS. See AR x25825 (grant deed to Boyd and Tribe executed 

Jan. 12, 2017); x25823 (title insurance for $36 million). That is a very significant investment to 

make without being very confident that the decision would be favorable, particularly when title 

can be transferred without risk after a decision is made.13 In fact, Boyd Gaming and the Tribe 

                                                 
12 Defendants should be ordered to produce documents that post-date the January 19, 2017, 
ROD, now that they are relying on that conduct to argue that they did not engage in improper 
agency conduct and bad faith. 
13 In addition, the $36 million purchase price is reportedly above fair market value. Tribal law 
expert: Elk Grove casino in ‘holding pattern,’ The Sacramento Bee (April 24, 2017), available 
at: http://www.sacbee.com/news/business/article146328524.html. The Part 151 regulations 
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also executed the grant deed conveying the land to the United States before the Department’s 

final decision. AR x4094 (grant deed to United States, signed by Boyd Gaming on Jan. 16, 2017 

and Tribe on Jan. 17, 2017). At the very least, these facts are more than sufficient “to raise 

suspicions that defy easy explanations.” Sokaogon Chippewa Cmty. (Mole Lake Band of Lake 

Superior Chippewa) v. Babbitt, 961 F. Supp. 1276, 1281 (W.D. Wisc. 1997). 

Defendants likewise try to minimize emails and telephone calls from Senator Harry 

Reid’s office, referring to them as routine inquiries from a “congressional staffer.” ECF 60, at 

27. That is inaccurate. Senator Reid, who was the highest-ranking Democrat in Congress at the 

time and the ranking member of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, directed his staff to 

contact Defendants to ensure that the decision would be made and the land acquired in trust 

before January 19, 2017. ECF 57, at 18-19 (discussing Congressional contacts). Senator Reid 

was not merely having a subordinate contact Defendants to convey his support on behalf of Boyd 

Gaming—the sort of contact that was found unobjectionable in Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 

298, 409-10 (D.C. Cir. 1981). Instead, the message crossed the line into a threat, when his staff 

stated, “we are closing up shop here and need an answer asap. Senator Reid will need get [sic] 

involved soon if we don’t hear back today.” AR x5639. This sort of contact is not acceptable. 

See, e.g., D.C. Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Volpe, 459 F.2d 1231, 1245 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (discussing 

unacceptable political pressure). Perhaps more important was Defendants’ response—which was 

to assure Senator Reid’s office that Defendants fully intended to meet the January 19, 2017, 

“deadline.”  

Other issues are internal to Defendants. The Department waited until January 19 to 

address concerns regarding familial connections between the Regional Director and the Tribe. 

The Tribe complains that Plaintiffs “raised that supposed conflict on January 6, 2017 in a 

desperate eleventh-hour bid to derail the process.” ECF 59, at 13 (citing AR x5963-94). But that 

is not accurate. Plaintiffs first raised that concern in 2014; Defendants waited until January 19, 

                                                 
clearly provide that the applicants’ acquisition of title can take place after the final decision. 
25 C.F.R. § 151.13(a). 
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effectively after they had made their decision to address whether the Regional Director should be 

recused from the review process. See AR x24; see also AR x6824 (comment letter referred to in 

email cited by Tribe that reflects that Plaintiffs raised the question in 2014 and that new research 

confirms that the Regional Director is related to members of the Tribe). Defendants claim they 

“treated their allegations seriously,” but Defendants ignored Plaintiffs’ concerns for over three 

years. ECF 60, at 27 n.22 (citing AR x5691). Defendants’ “serious treatment” of Plaintiffs’ 

concerns amounted to rejecting them one day after the Regional Director transmitted her final 

recommendation memorandum to the Office of Indian Gaming. AR x3673.  

Defendants argue that Sokaogon Chippewa Cmty. does not support ordering the privilege 

log Plaintiffs have sought. ECF 60, at 23. But as the court explained there, “[a]lthough 

defendants are entitled to a general presumption of regularity in their decisionmaking, this does 

not mean that courts must refrain from drawing inferences that tend to indicate otherwise.” 961 

F. Supp. at 1281. The court made clear that the totality of the circumstances matter. Id. Even if 

contacts from Reid’s office alone might “not arouse much suspicion” independently, when 

viewed in combination with Defendants’ “hectic” review, Boyd Gaming’s $36 million “gamble,” 

Defendants’ last minute “serious consideration” of concerns regarding the Regional Director’s 

conflict of interest, and Defendants’ irregular and heavily redacted AR, Plaintiffs have clearly 

made “the ‘strong showing’ necessary for extra-record discovery.” Id. These and the many other 

circumstances of this review “raise suspicions that defy easy explanations.” Id. Plaintiffs have 

thus made the requisite showing that extra-record discovery would find material in the agency’s 

possession indicative of bad faith or an incomplete record, Air Transp. Ass’n of Am., Inc. v. Nat’l 

Mediation Bd., 663 F.3d 476, 487-88 (D.C. Cir. 2011), even if Plaintiffs had not already 

thoroughly rebutted the presumption of regularity.  

b. Deliberative Process Privilege does not apply to AES communications. 

Defendants initially justified withholding their communications with AES by asserting 

that “[t]he Department retained AES, not the Tribe, and accordingly deliberative 

communications between the Department and AES have been properly withheld under the 
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deliberative process privilege.” ECF 57-1, at 21. That was false, so Defendants now adopt a 

different argument. ECF 59, at 9 (“DOI did not hire AES”).  

Defendants now argue that NEPA regulations permit third party consultants. ECF 60, at 

29, 31-33. Of course they do, and Plaintiffs did not suggest otherwise. The problem is not that 

there is a third party contractor or that the third party contractor communicates directly with the 

Tribe, as it obviously does. Compare ECF 60-1 (Jacobson Decl.), at 16 ¶ 6.n(v) (“I lack any 

knowledge as to how the Tribe obtained comments submitted on [the relevant dates].”) with ECF 

60, at 21 (“The contractor apparently then forwarded the comments to the Tribe, which in turn 

resent them back to the Department.”). The problem is that Defendants are claiming deliberative 

process privilege when they are not entitled to it under their own Agreement. See ECF 57, at 21-

23 (arguing that Defendants’ arrangement with AES and the Tribe does not entitle it to claim 

deliberative process privilege because Defendants do not control AES).  

The fact that NEPA permits third party contractors or applicants to provide agencies with 

environmental information has nothing to do with the ability of an agency to assert deliberative 

process privilege over contractor communications. What matters is whether the agency has 

sufficient control over the contractor and whether the contractor is representing the interests of 

any other client. See Dep’t of the Interior v. Klamath Water Users Protective Ass’n, 532 U.S. 1, 

12 (2001) (holding consultant corollary did not apply when tribes communicated with BIA with 

their own interests in mind). The NEPA regulations Defendants cite do not resolve these 

questions.  

Despite Defendants’ initial denial, the Tribe hired AES. Defendants do not have and have 

not requested the contract between the Tribe and AES, so they cannot establish that AES is not 

representing the Tribe’s interests in this application. ECF 60-1, at 17 (“The Department does not 

have a copy of the Consulting Contract between the Tribe and AES, as it is not a party to the 

agreement.”). The Agreement—unlike the Consulting Contract— is not an enforceable contract, 

lacking in mutuality of obligations, definite terms, and consideration. See generally, AR x248 

(Agreement). The Agreement does not address the issue of control; it merely requires AES to 
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work at Defendants’ “technical direction,” which the Tribe agrees “does not present a conflict of 

interest under the Consulting Contract.” AR x248 at x248-49. The Agreement does not require 

confidentiality or shielding of information from the Tribe, which is essential to preserve 

deliberative process privilege. In fact, the AR indicates that AES did communicate with the Tribe 

in a way that does not permit Defendants to assert deliberative process. ECF 57, at 20-21.  

The inference to be drawn from these statements, combined with the terms of the 

Agreement, is that AES does also represent the interests of the Tribe. See Sokaogon Chippewa 

Cmty., 961 F. Supp. at 1281 (Plaintiffs need only supply sufficient information to raise 

suspicions that defy easy explanations). There is nothing inherently wrong with this arrangement. 

It just does not permit Defendants to assert deliberative process privilege, and it is Defendants’ 

attempt to do so that is the improper agency conduct or bad faith.  

3. Plaintiffs conferred in good faith, but Defendants did not. 

Defendants’ attempt to deflect attention from their obviously non-compliant AR by 

blaming Plaintiffs only underscores its fundamental deficiencies. It is Defendants’ burden to 

produce a complete AR. Marcum, 751 F. Supp. 2d at 78. Whatever concerns Defendants may 

have had regarding Plaintiffs’ identification of AR issues, Defendants refused Plaintiffs’ offers 

of additional time because—as Defendants stated—the “administrative record is complete now 

that the attached documents are included.” ECF 60-1 (attaching five documents). Plaintiffs 

disagreed and timely filed this motion, pursuant to the parties’ agreement and the Court’s order. 

Defendants now resort to meritless accusations because they were unmistakably wrong.    

Defendants had more than enough time to address Plaintiffs’ concerns. Plaintiffs 

identified their initial concerns eleven days before their motion was due. Defendants, apparently, 

don’t think that eleven days was enough time, even though 36 hours was purportedly all they 

needed to review and respond to 220 pages of substantive public comments, finalize an EIS, 

draft a 37-page recommendation memorandum, and prepare, review, and sign a 90-page ROD. 

Comparing an eight-page list of concerns to an unredacted, complete AR would seem a far less 

demanding task, and certainly easier than Plaintiffs’ job of sorting through a heavily redacted, 
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non-chronological AR that is missing more than a third of the documents Defendants have access 

to without any explanation. That is why Plaintiffs followed up twice with corrections and 

additional questions. ECF 60-1, at 7 (indicating located document and asking about two 

attachments, a missing public records request, and conference call invites); id. at 6 (asking 

questions about missing indemnity attachments and emails from Tribe).  

But even if eleven days was not enough time, Plaintiffs offered Defendants extensions of 

time on two separate occasions, without conditions. ECF 60-1, at 6 (offering Defendants 

additional time after Defendants stated key employee was out of office); id. at 5 (offering 

additional time, in response to Defendants’ letter complaining about time). Defendants, by 

contrast, offered Plaintiffs additional time to consider Defendants’ refusal to address Plaintiffs’ 

objections, but only if Plaintiffs promised “not to raise additional concerns.”14 ECF 60-1, at 4.   

Plaintiffs did not have any obligation to raise concerns earlier because the Court had 

vacated all deadlines related to the AR on October 17, 2017. The Court did so because Plaintiffs’ 

pending motion for summary judgment on non-record issues could have resolved the case, 

negating any need for record review. Defendants’ decision to file their certified AR early, rather 

than await the Court’s decision or use the intervening time to ensure that the AR was complete 

and correct, does not mean that Plaintiffs were obligated to expend resources on a potentially 

unnecessary review.  

Defendants were, in fact, aware of Plaintiffs’ overarching concerns by February 12, 2018, 

after Plaintiffs appealed the AR under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), which 

Defendants also produced as a FOIA response. See ECF 54-1, at 37. Appealing FOIA responses 

                                                 
14 Defendants claim that Plaintiffs’ identification of the draft EIS as missing is evidence that 
Plaintiffs’ “priority was not to confer.” ECF 60, at 14. That is ridiculous. Plaintiffs reached out to 
Defendants to correct errors when they realized them, identified additional concerns, and offered 
Defendants additional time without any conditions attached. Defendants’ dismissive response to 
Plaintiffs’ concerns, their refusal to include basic environmental documents, and Defendants’ 
condition that Plaintiffs “not raise additional concerns” for further discussions led Plaintiffs to 
conclude that further conference would not only be pointless, but would likely jeopardize 
Plaintiffs’ ability to compel Defendants to compile the whole record, as the law requires.  
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and challenging ARs are two different things, but many of the issues Plaintiffs identified apply to 

ARs in judicial proceedings, such as privilege claims. See, e.g., Fontana v. Caldera, No. 00-1732 

(EGS/JMF), 2001 WL 506234, at *2 (D.D.C. May 4, 2001) (“That FOIA then exempts agencies 

from disclosing certain documents cannot possibly simultaneously excuse an agency from 

producing the complete agency record when review of that agency’s action is sought under the 

[APA] because that document would be exempt if a member of the public sought it under 

FOIA.”). Defendants were statutorily required to resolve Plaintiffs’ FOIA appeal by March 14, 

2018, and had Defendants actually complied with the statute, Plaintiffs would have been able to 

raise concerns more quickly. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6); ECF 57-1, at 37. But Defendants have not 

responded at all, except to threaten Plaintiffs in this proceeding that they “will oppose any effort 

to use any pending FOIA proceeding as a discovery device in this litigation.” ECF 57-1, at 23. It 

appears that Defendants are willing to violate one federal statute—FOIA—to prevent Plaintiffs 

from determining whether they are violating another—the APA.  

Plaintiffs are not responsible for Defendants’ failure to produce a complete AR. That is 

Defendants’ responsibility, and Defendants have treated that APA obligation about as seriously 

as they have treated their FOIA obligations—by violating both. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant Plaintiffs’ motion. 
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